CAVERNS
OF FREITAG™

THE

By David Shapiro

YOUR OBJECTIVE
Your mission as a Thechu Warrior is to seek out and slay the evil
dragon Freitag who lives in the Caverns and end his reign of terror
over your homeland. You have m~my obstacles to overcome firstmonsters, wizards, the maze-like Caverns themselves-and limited
means to do so. Good luck, Warrior!

STARTING OUT
Insert the program disk while your computer is turned off
(this is imperative if you are using an Apple lle). Turn the computer
and monitor on and the title page will appear on the screen. If you
are using an Apple lle, be sure to press the "Caps lock" key next.
Choose a name for your warrior. Do so and press return
to continue.
Select a skill level. The skill levels range from l, the easiest, to
9, the most difficult.
Select your game speed. Game speeds are identified as
1-Fastest, 50-Slowest. Select your game speed and press return.
During the game, you'll see your "command time marker" moving
across the bottom of the screen . If it gets to the end of the screen
before you do anything, you'll miss your turn .

THE COMMANDS
The game is played entirely with the keyboard.
Movement is controlled by the keys clustered around the H,
as follows:
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To move left, hit the 'G' key. To move diagonally up and to the right hit
the ' U' key. Hitting the 'H' key will keep you positioned where you are.
These same keys in conjunction with the control key are used
for combat.

To attack in a certain direction, hold down the control key
(marked 'CRTL') and repeatedly press the key for the direction in
which you wish to attack. You have two weapons: a sword and a bow
and 12 arrows. You enter the Caverns carrying your sword which you
use to attack creatures that are next to you. The bow is used to shoot
at things that are further away. However, it cannot be used to fight
creatures that are right next to you or in diagonal directio-ns.
To switch weapons, press the space bar (located at the bottom
of the keyboard).
THE INN
The Inn is a haven for you. Each time you re-enter it, you have
many options for refueling.
Press 'A' to buy more arrows with your gold.
Press 'P' to buy additional hit points. Hit points are defined as the
number of points you have for combat, according to your rank. They
appear as a dual number with a slash (/) between them, for example
425/ 425. The number to the right of the slash tells you the total
number of points you have at your present rank. As monsters attack,
your hit points to the left of the slash are subtracted from. When the
number to the left of the slash is less than 1, you are defeated . Each
time you re-enter the Inn, you'll automatically regain all of the hit
points you have lost in combat (the number to the left of the slash).
Also upon entering the Inn, you'll ~utomatically advance to the
next rank provided you have enough Experience Points to do so.
Experience Points are accumulated by defeating monsters.
MAGIC SPELL
There is.one magic spell you have learned to cast in your travels;
The Charm of Sir Robin.
Activate this spell by pressing the escape key (marked 'ESC')
and it will turn you temporarily into a long-legged bird, allowing you
to run twice as fast and escape from monsters pursuing you . There are
some drawbacks to this spell. First, while it is active, you can't do
anything but run! You can only use the movement keys; all others will
be ignored. Since this spell is very tiring, you will have to rest after it
wears off and you will lose two turns.
Press the escape key again if you wish to end the spell before it
wears off naturally. This counts as a turn.
DISPLAY MODES
The 1, 2, and 3 keys identify Modes 1, 2, and 3. These Modes are
used to select the display you will have on your screen .

Mode 1 is a graphic display of the caverns. This is the Mode in
which the game begins. In Mode 1, only the most important status
messages will flash on from time to time such as "you've lost a lot of
blood", "you're feeling weak", etc.
Press the letter '0' and the words "Messages On" will appear
at the bottom of the screen. This allows you access to other messages
ir:i Mode 1.
Press '0' again for "Messages Off", and you'll be back to
seeing only the most important messages.
Press '2' for Mode 2. In this Mode, the scene is represented by
a little window in the upper right corner. Each character is represented
by a symbol: you are the asterisk, monsters are letters, walls are
blocks, etc. This page also shows other useful information like how
many hit points you have left, how many arrows, how much gold you
have, and so on. In Mode 2, the last five messages about your status
are displayed automatically at the bottom of the screen .
Press '3' for Mode 3. This lets you look at a Magical Map the
king loaned you from his treasure room. You won't see any monsters
or messages while you're preoccupied with examining the map, but
you will see a 24 by 40 display (as opposed to the normal 10 by 9
display) of the area of the Caverns you're in. The enchantment of the
Magical Map also reveals the location of any Healers within its range.
HEALERS
Healers, identified by the letter "H" in Modes 2 and 3 and by a
square face in Mode 1, are your allies; they can help you regain the
valuable hit points lost in battle with the monsters.
To use the Healer's powers, you must chase him and stand
directly on him.
PERKS
Notice that whenever you move to the end of the screen, the scene
is replotted automatically with you in the center.
Press the colon key (:) to recenter yourself. This automatically
replots the scene to show your warrior centered in the next area of
the Cavern.
Press control-S to toggle the sound effects on and off.

MORE FINE MUSE® SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING
SUPER-TEXT PROFESSIONAL
(40/80) - The ultimate deluxe word
processor for the Apple Computer
featuring 80 column screen, Math Mode,
and Split Screen. (48K, $175.00) A
SUPER-TEXT HOME/OFFICE
(40/56/70) - The best features and
best value in word processing, no extra
hardware required . (48K, $125.00)

BUSINESS
FORM LETTER MODULE - Send a
personalized letter to everyone on your
mailing list with Form Letter Module! Use
with Super-Text for super efficiency. (48K,
$100.00) A
ADDRESS BOOK - Store 700 names
and addresses, then print envelopes and
mailing labels! Use with Form Letter or
alone. (48K, $49.95) A
DATA-PLOT - Create and include
charts and graphs right in your reports!
Four different kinds of charts available.
(48K, $59.95) A

GAMES/EDUCATION
U-DRAW II - You 'll be amazed at what
you can draw! Have hours of fun and
learning. (32K, $39.95)
ROBOTWAR - The Best Selling
Game That Teaches Programming!
- Program your own robot and let him
loose on the battlefield! Learn to program
and have hours of fun. (48K, $39.95) A
THE VOICE - The #1 Talking Disk
tor The Apple! - Learning is fun when
your Apple talks back and it can with The
Voice! Easy to use and a favorite for kids
of all ages. (48K, $39.95)
THREE MILE ISLAND - Take
charge of a nuclear reactor in Three Mile
Island! (48K, $39.95)

EDUCATIONAL
ELEMENTARY MATH EDU-DISK Math is easy when you learn with color
pictures and demonstrations! Keep score
and test your skills with Elementary Math .
(48K, $39.95)
A

Requires Applesoft ROM

APPi LOT II EDU-DISK - What could
be more fun than lessons that talk, move,
and interact with the student! Appilot II
makes a game out of learning. (48K,
$99.95) I
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GAMES
ABM - Enjoy missile madness with
ABM! Can you save the East Coast from
enemy attack? (48K, $24 .95) A
*CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN - The #1 Best
Selling Game in America - There's nothing else
like Castle Wallenstein, the all time favorite
arcade/adventure game. For the Apple Computer
48K, and the Atari 400 and 800 with 32K. ($29.95)
FIREFLY - Fire up your Apple with
Firefly, the challenging maze game! Can
you find your way through the flytrap?
(48K, $24.95)
FRAZZLE - The exciting outer space
game! Alien beasties surround and attack
your Frazzle ship: save yourself from total
destruction! (48K, $24.95) A
INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX The most popular racing game for the
Apple! Race your car through all the
courses at the International Gran Prix!
(48K, $29.95)
THE CUBE SOLUTION - Master the
cube with The Cube Solution, the
enjoyable way to deal with the common
cube headache. (48K, $24.95) A
THE BEST OF MUSE - A fantastic
value - 1O great MUSE games on 1
disk! (32K, $39.95)

ONE OF A KIND
KNOW YOUR APPLE - Learn about
your amazing Apple® computer with
animated screen graphics, music, and
voice. Know Your Apple is a must for
every Apple owner! (48K, $34.95) A
KNOW YOUR APPLE /le - Let
Know Your Apple /le introduce you to all
the capabilities of your Apple /le
computer! Especially for new users;
Know Your Apple /le is the first program
you should own. (48K, $24.95)
I

Requires Integer Basic

MUSE® Software• 347 N. Charles St. • Baltimore, MD • 21201
301-659-7212
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

You are a Thechu Warrior from the Enchanted Islands. For
three centuries, the evil dragon Freitag has held the Islands in
his spell, bringing ruin and destruction to the once beautiful isles.
No sunlight shines, no life form can flourish while Freitag lives.
Freitag is powerful and cunning; he lives hidden deep in the
Caverns on the most remote of the Enchanted Islands. The
Thechu Warriors gather at the Inn and you are selected to enter
the Caverns and challenge Freitag. Armed with only your sword,
a shield, and 12 arrows, you enter the dragon's lair. But be
warned! The Caverns of Freitag are also inhabited by Monsters
who guard the dragon . There are serpents, flamebats, electric
moths, Griffins, Mad Robots, Burbleborts, Cold Crystals,
thunderbugs, lnvisoids, Phoenix, and the most powerful Wizards
who can zap you instantly! As you defeat the monsters you'll
gain valuable experience, and opportunities to find gold
treasure. But be careful .. . the monsters know you're coming
and they're lurking everywhere!
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